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Datasets on SARS-CoV-2 and on COVID-19 are archived in different repositories of reference
for the scientific community, both public and private.
Three categories should be identified:
Virus Genome
Human Genome
Human Phenotypes and Clinical Data
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An example of METADATA developed for genomic data is:
http://geco.deib.polimi.it/genosurf/
https://academic.oup.com/database/article/doi/10.1093/database/baz132/5670757
Starting from the lack of organization in clinical data, an attempt to define a minimum
standard in the collection of human phenotype data has been defined in the following
document: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eMdzhO5xk-MACxjzkOUJLP6Jort5KuwoOa_u-aZPHs/edit
Example of research paths requiring access to datasets with interoperability:
Virus-Genome -> Human Genome -> Human Phenotypes
This is currently hindered by the difficulty of the last step, which requires access to Clinical
Data, both due to the legal aspects and to the diversity of databases adopted at all levels. It
is largely at this level that a standardized metadata set, even only high-level metadata (i.e.,
catalogue entries with minimal qualifying description of the dataset contents and
methodology of collection) could make the difference in orienting the researchers to a oneto-one negotiation with the data owners.

An Italian project “COVIDTwin” addresses “monitoring, support to decision making ,
identification of health-system risk in epidemic and pandemic emergencies”. It includes HPC
resources, models of epidemy, behavior of populations

